INDOOR RUG SIZE GUIDE

LIVING ROOM
Float furniture on the middle of the rug in larger rooms. Position front feet just on the edge for smaller spaces.

8' - 10'
standard loveseats
9' - 12'
standard sofa and armchairs

DINING ROOM
Choose a rug that extends about 24” from all edges of the table. Allow approximately 12” of floor to show around the perimeter.

6-seat dining table
8' - 10'
9'

8-seat dining table
10' - 12'
10'

BEDROOM
At least 8” of exposed floor between rug and nightstands is a good rule of thumb. External rug a minimum of 12” beyond sides of bed.

queen bed with nightstand
8’ - 10’
9’

ENTRY/HALL
Sometimes a challenge. Simply outline the chosen area in painter’s tape and select the nearest rug size (works in any space).

small entryway

medium/large entryway

narrow entryway/hall

*Approximate proportions. Final rug size determined by room and furniture dimensions.